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Abstract

aim to find the optimal parameters of the resonant system
geometry for getting minimum phase length of bunches at
the acceptable values of energy spread and transversal
emittance.

The methods and results of the bunching system
optimization in the compact S – band electron injector are
presented in the report. The injector consists of the lowvoltage diode electron gun and bunching system based on
the resonant system with the evanescent oscillations. In
the bunching system such field distribution along the axis
is realized, that its amplitude increases from the point of
injection of electrons to the exit. The optimized resonance
system allows to obtain the electron bunches with the
phase length less than 10° (for 70 % particles) at the
injector exit.

Figure 1: Resonant system geometry and space field
distribution.

INTRODUCTION

OPTIMIZATION METHODS

An increase of the electric field along the axis of a
resonant system of an injector allows to improve the short
bunches formation at comparatively small energy spread
[1,2,3]. Such principle is realized in the injectors,
described in [4, 5, 6]. In the injector [6] the section of
periodic disc-loaded waveguide excited in the stop-band
is adopted for this purpose. The injector consists of five
E010 coupled cylindrical cavities (see Fig. 1). The
coupling has been realized through the central apertures
for the beam pass, the RF-power is supplied to the fifth
cavity. The eigen frequency of that cavity is close to the
operating frequency of the accelerator and is above of the
π mode frequency of the pass-band of the homogeneous
infinite disc-loaded waveguide consisting of cavities
which sizes coincide with the sizes of the second, third,
and forth cavities of the injector. Therefore, our working
frequency will lay in the first stop-band*. In this stopband the phase shift per cell equals π. In such system
there are five longitudinal mode. The axial field
amplitude in the centers of the cavities of the operating
longitudinal mode sharply decreases from the fifth cavity
to the first one (in the injector designed by a factor of
150). The field in the adjacent cavities is phase-reversal.
The field distributions of another four longitudinal modes
are such that their amplitudes in the fifth cavity are small.
The choice of such resonant system has been caused by
the easiness of its tuning for obtaining the increasing field
distribution. The injector is now used in the two-section
linear electron accelerator at the energy up to 100 MeV
[7]. The more detailed particles dynamic analysis has
shown that the choice of identical cavity lengths in the
middle part of the resonant system is not optimal for the
bunching process. So, a research was conducted with the
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* There is the stopband 0<ω<ω0 disposed bellow the first passband in
the disc-loaded waveguide. This stopband, which exists even in the
regular waveguides, we call zero or basic.
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To calculate the electrodynamics characteristics of the
resonant system the SUPERFISH group of codes has been
used [8]. Simulation of particle dynamics in the diode gun
and in the bunching resonant system has been carried out
with the use of the EGUN code [9] and the PARMELA
code [10] respectively. The simulation has been carried
out for the electron beam with the initial energy 25 keV
and current 245 mA, with taking into account the space
charge force. To take space charge forces correctly, the
input beam was represented by bunch with length of 5βλ,
where β is initial relative speed of particles, λ is operating
wavelength. The resonant system of the injector [6] (see
Fig. 1) has been chosen as the object of optimization.
The main point of the optimization was to select the
field distribution on the system axis that provides minimal
phase length of bunches. This procedure consisted of two
stages. At the first stage, the initial resonant system has
been broken with the plains, passing the points on the axis
where the field changes the sign, into five independent
artificial cavities. Field distributions of the cavities have
been input into PARMELA. The specially designed
control program was able to run PARMELA with
different cavity field amplitude multipliers and analyze
the beam parameters at the injector exit. Calculations of
changes of field amplitude multipliers were carried out
according to the optimization algorithm. The NelderMead simplex search [11] was used for this purpose. The
optimization criterion (criterion function) was the
bunches phase length minimization at the energy spread
<5% (for 70% particles) and normalized root-meansquare emittance <20 π⋅mm⋅mrad.
The second stage included the resonant system
synthesis with applying the SUPERFISH for obtaining the
field distribution on the axis, close to the one obtained
after the optimization carrying out. It is concerned with
the fact that in the described above method the resulting
field distribution has the “smooth” dependence only at the
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system axis, meanwhile at the periphery the field
experiences disturbance, if the field amplitudes in the
artificial cavities differ from the initial ones. It is
necessary to note that to obtain the best fit of the field
distribution, the cavity lengths should be changed.

SIMULATION RESULTS
Based upon the described above optimization methods
the bunching system simulation has been carried out. The
results obtained at different stages of the optimization are
described bellow. Fig. 2 shows on-axis field distribution
before optimization (curve 1 (black)). The curve 2 (blue)
in Fig. 2 represents the on-axis field distribution after the
first stage of the optimization. The curve 3 (red) in Fig. 2
corresponds to the on-axis field distribution of the
synthesized resonant system. One can see the good fit of
the final on-axis field distribution to the obtained one
after the first stage. Curried out optimization caused the
change of the field amplitudes in each cavity. In order to
synthesize the required distributing of the field, it was
necessary to change the lengths of the cavities and their
radii. Relative change of the maximal values of field
amplitude within each cavity ∆E/E and their lengths ∆d/d
are presented in Table 1.

Figure 3: Phase-energy distribution of a bunch before
optimization.

Figure 2: Distribution of on-axis field for different stages
of optimization.
Table 1. Changes of field within the cavities and their
lengths
Cavity

1

2

3

4

5

∆E/E, %

8.66

-9.03

-18.32

17.15

0

∆d/d, %

-8.7

2.1

10.5

-12.8

3.5

Figure 4: Phase-energy distribution of a bunch after the
first stage of optimization.

It is seen the tendency of decreasing the field change
along the initial part of the resonant system (cavity
numbers one through three) to obtain minimal phase
length of bunches.
To demonstrate how the optimization influences
particle dynamics, several plots of particle distribution in
longitudinal phase space at the injector exit are
represented here. Fig. 3 shows the distribution before the
optimization while that after the firs stage of optimization
is shown in Fig. 4. Phase-energy distribution of a bunch
after the final tuning of the resonant system is presented
in Fig. 5.

As it is seen in the figures, optimization leads to more
complicated phase motion of particles and most of them
are concentrated in the head of a bunch. Phase-energy
distribution of particles accelerated in the synthesized
resonant system is almost the same as that after the first
stage of optimization.
The beam characteristics at the injector exit for
different stage of optimization are presented in Table 2.
One can see substantial decreasing of bunch phase length
after curried out optimization. Transversal characteristics
of the beam remain almost unchanged, so the beam
brightness was increased.
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the compact S – band electron injector. Optimized
resonant system of the injector allows to form bunches
with phase length of 7.9° at energy spread of 4.9% and
normalized emittance 10 π⋅mm⋅mrad. Energy of particles
is suitable to inject bunches in accelerating sections with
phase velocity that is equal to velocity of the light. It
should be noted that the tuning of such resonant system
will be more complicated because of each cavity’s
independent tuning. At the moment the methods of
bunching system tuning with the optimized field
distribution are being developed.
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CONCLUSION
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